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ABSTRACT
The sharing of information via internet has been increasing over the years. The internet has been a source of
easy information and is used more than traditional ways like newspapers or magazines. It is important to
identify information from the internet as real or fake as mislead information could cause a lot of havoc in the
society. Fake information can be the cause of riots, chaos and can affect a large group of society. In this paper,
we talk about the methodology used to detect false news using machine learning classifiers and natural
language processing to authenticate whether a news is real or not. For the generation of feature vectors, we
use the TF-IDF vectorizer. To detect the news as fake or real we’re comparing several classifying techniques to
find out the best model that could be used to detect false news.
Keywords: - Fake news detection, logistic regression, decision tree, random forest, naïve bayes, NLP,
Machine learning.

I.

INTRODUCTION

People dwell on the internet for different reasons. As data is present in abundance over the internet, one should
be cautious that the data is original or not. We share our feelings or information over the internet via audio,
video or text. These days a large population is blinded by the technology because of which there are serious
consequences of fake news over groups of society.
According to a survey, people living in the USA reside on getting news online than print media. It’s important to
conserve this data thus, this paper discusses the vulnerability of individuals and the escalation of spread in fake
new and also the required mechanism to detect fake news to protect the society.
Fake news spreads faster than the real news so in the proposed system we use a dataset from the dataset
obtained from Kaggle. The data is labeled into two categories- real and fake news and then combined as one
dataset. This dataset is used to train the machine learning model. In this project, we’re trying to build a machine
learning model using four different classifiers and using Tf-idf vectorizer. The aim is to predict news which
misleads the user and create chaos.
II.

RELATED WORKS

There have been several approaches to detect fake news. A lot of research has been conducted by several people
to bring some clarity into this field, so that the chaos due to mislead information could be avoided.
- The paper [1] used three classification algorithms and then combined all three to achieve a higher accuracy.
The classifying techniques used were SVM and naïve bayes and then they were combined. It was found that the
combined model yielded a higher accuracy of about 94% when compared with the other two. The news
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authenticator compares the news articles with other news on the internet. If it finds an authentic source, it marks
it as true else it is fake.
- [2] involves using a tool designed to detect and eliminate fake news. Websites containing mis-information is
flagged as false. The tool should be installed in the system of the user. It uses several classifiers like, logistic
regression, naïve bayes, random tree etc, for the purpose. According to them naïve bayes provides the highest
accuracy.
- [3] proposes four different models using different classifying techniques like logistic regression, K-nearest
neighbor, decision tree and random forest and choses the best amongst them all. According to their result,
logistic regression yields the max accuracy of 71%.
- [4] uses three classifying algorithms SVM, naïve bayes, logistic regression and compares the accuracy of all
the results. According to them the naïve bayes model with lidstone smoothening yields the maximum accuracy
of 83%. It tests the model on a dataset from Kaggle having about 2000 fake articles and 1800 true news articles.
- [5] used naïve bayes model for the purpose of detecting fake news. This simple model yields an accuracy of
75%. The accuracy could be increased by using a different dataset and also by combining several classifying
algorithms.

III.

METHODOLOGY

The different steps involved in building the proposed system is as follows:

Fig -1:Flow Chart of Detection Model
1. Data Collection
The data is collected from the Kaggle database [6] which consists of labelled data. There are two datasets, one
for fake news and one for true news. The dataset consists of around 20000 real news and 20000 fake news. The
dataset has headlines, date and body attribute for each article. A label attribute is added to both the datasets. The
two datasets are combined retaining only the headline and label attribute.
2. Data Pre-processing
The dataset has to be preprocessed so that the machine learning algorithm can detect patterns easily. All the noninformative words and special characters are removed and the text is converted to lowercase. We lemmatize the
text and remove the stop words.
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3. Feature Extraction
The data has to be interpreted to analyze the text. The text should be converted into integer or floating-point
values and then sent to the machine learning model. The vectorization method used in the given system is Bag
of Words method using the TF-IDF vectorizer.
4. Test and train splitting
Machine learning models require two sets of data to work. The data obtained is further divided into two parts for
training and testing purpose. 80% of data obtained is used to train the models and the remining 20% data is used
to test the accuracy of the models selected.
5. Classification Models
A total of 4 machine learning algorithms are used to predict the fake news in this proposed system. TF-IDF
vectorizer is used to convert data into vectors. It is then passed into the model and the listed algorithms are
applied to find the best algorithm for this proposed model.
a) Gaussian Naïve-Bayes Classifier:
A Naive Bayes classifier is a machine learning model that is used for data classification. The Gaussian naïvebayes classifier is a variant of naïve bayes that follow Gaussian normal distribution and supports continuous data.
It is a supervised machine learning algorithm and the classifier mainly is based on the Bayes theorem.
The assumption is that the occurrence of one certain element is independent of the occurrence of another element.
So, it is called Naïve. Such as if the fish is identified on the basis of size, colour and type of water then medium,
glittery and sea water is recognized as a snapper. Hence each feature is considered independent to identify that it
is a snapper without considering the other features.
it is a snapper without considering the other features.

b) Logistic regression:
Logistic regression is a widely used machine learning algorithm extensively used for predicting the probably of
a variable. It is a supervised learning classification algorithm.
Here the target variable can have two classes, i.e. it is binary in nature.
It can be used for multiple classification problems like fake news detection, email spam detection, heart disease
etc.

c) Decision Trees Classification:
Among the other classification algorithms, one of the most commonly used classifiers is Decision Tree
classifier. Decision tree classifier is a supervised learning algorithm and also a very powerful classifier. Decision
tree classifier can perform both classification and regression like the support vector machines. All the possible
solutions to a decision are graphically represented.
It is easy to understand as it uses tree analysis to classify the data. The data is broken into smaller parts and the
decision tree is built. Decision trees support both categorical data and numeric data.
d) Random Forest Classification:
Random forest classification is a group of decision trees from a subset of randomly selected training data set. It
combines the weight from each decision tree to find the final test object.
The random forest classification is based on ensemble learning. It is a type of learning where you join different
types of algorithms multiple times to form a more powerful algorithm which can give higher accuracy. It
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combines multiple trees to form a forest hence the name random forest to give higher accuracy to the proposed
model.
IV. RESULTS
After testing of all the algorithms, i.e., Gaussian naive bayes, logistic regression, random forest and decision tree
we obtained the following accuracy.

Fig 2: Accuracy comparison between the four classifying models
Amongst the four approaches or classifying algorithms used, Logistic regression gives the maximum accuracy
of 94%.
Decision tree model gives an accuracy of 89% which is lowest amongst the four. Random forest and Gaussian
naïve bayes give an accuracy of 93% and 90% respectively.
V.

CONCLUSION

To tackle the increasing false information on the internet, the machine learning model created distinguishes an
input as real news or fake news. A lot of social media sites like WhatsApp orFacebook are trying to implement
such systems into their system to prevent the spread of fake news.
Amongst the four approaches or classifying algorithms used, logistic regression gives the best accuracy.
All the models can predict the accuracy of the news to a good extent.
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